
The immense spin invitation of the Saturn 
Carousel is enough to make any child's head 
turn: this needs to be tested now. And then 
again, and again. There is nothing like spinning 
to keep play going. On Saturn, seats and grips 
provide great holds for being seated, standing 
– or both, more together on one seat. Apart 
from being great fun, spinning the Saturn 

Caroussel trains motor skills such as sense of 
balance and space. Those are both important 
for judging distances, speed and objects in 
space. This is crucial e.g. for managing traffic 
safely. The spinning trains Arm, leg and core 
muscles. Bone density is built when jumping 
off. When pushing and pulling friends around, 
the cardio gets trained intensely. The two seats 

encourage group play and cooperation, training 
important social-emotional skills such as 
empathy, turn-taking and cooperation.
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Saturn Carousel
GXY957

Item no. GXY957000-3817

General Product Information

Dimensions LxWxH  10'4"x1'4"x8'4"
Age group  5 - 12
Play capacity (users) 2
Color options n
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Saturn Carousel
GXY957

Dino seat
Physical: the three divisions and chains of 
the seat provide efficient handholds for both 
standing and seated swinging. Social-
Emotional: the possibility of children swinging 
together, legs hanging down, trains 
cooperation, sequencing and turn-taking when 
swinging.

PUR covered rope
Physical: firm grip when spinning and 
hanging from arms. Arm muscles developed 
when holding tight.

Teardrop handle
Physical: develops upper body muscles, as 
when pulling yourself up or hanging in your 
arms.

Rotation
Physical: pushing or pulling into motion, 
children use their muscle strength and their 
cardio. The rotation develops the sense of 
balance and space when enjoying the ride. 
Social-Emotional: listening and negotiating 
how slow or fast to go, children develop 
empathy and cooperation skills.



Saturn ropes has six-stranded steel wires and a 
steel wire core. Each strand is tightly wrapped 
with PES yarn, which is melted onto each 
individual strand. After initial friction has 
removed the surface fibers, a harder PES 
coating remains to protect each strand, making 
the ropes highly wear- and vandalism-resistant.

The special designed seat is made of a 
stainless-steel insert covered with a soft layer of 
PUR rubber. The seat is impact tested to fulfill 
all global playground standards and the rope 
has an ergonomic handhold of a 100cm long 
molded on PUR rubber handle.

The two angled top handles are made of a 
molded PP insert with an outer soft layer of TPV 
rubber. The handle is attached to the pipe with a 
galvanized steel inlay to ensure strength and 
durability.

The steel surfaces are hot-dip galvanized inside 
and outside with lead-free zinc. The 
galvanization has excellent corrosion resistance 
in outside environments and requires minimal 
maintenance.

Heavy duty engineered bearing system with 
single row deep groove ball bearings with 
rubber seals. The fully closed bearing 
construction is lifetime lubricated and 
maintenance free.

 

Saturn Carousel
GXY957

Elevated 
activities 0 

Accessible 
elevated 
activities

Accessible 
ground 
level 

activities

Accessible 
ground 

level play 
types

Present 0 1 1
Required 0 1 1

Item no. GXY957000-3817

Installation Information
Max. fall height 7'1"
Safety surfacing area 1112ft²
Total installation time 3.0
Excavation volume 1.57yd³
Concrete volume 1.05yd³
Footing depth (standard) 3'11"
Shipment weight 374lbs
Anchoring options In-ground a

Surface a

Warranty Information
Bearing construction 5 Years
Hot dip galvanized steel Lifetime
PUR components 10 Years
Ropes & nets 10 Years
Spare Parts Availability 10 Years
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Cradle to Gate A1-A3 Total CO  ₂
emission CO e/kg₂ Recycled 

materials

kg CO e₂ kg CO e/kg₂ %

GXY957000-3817 428.22 2.73 46.98

The overall framework applied for these factors is the Environmental Product Declaration (EPD), which 
quantifies "environmental information on the life cycle of a product and enable comparisons between 
products fulfilling the same function" (ISO, 2006). This follows the structure and applies a Life-Cycle 
Assessment approach to the entire Product stage from raw material through manufacturing (A1-A3))
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* Max fall height | ** Total height | *** Safety surfacing area * Max fall height | ** Total height
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Click to see TOP VIEW Click to see SIDE VIEW

https://kompandam.blob.core.windows.net/$web/prod/c03d9c8e-71e6-47ea-9844-43b1e351cc12/GXY957_Footprint_US.jpg
https://kompandam.blob.core.windows.net/$web/prod/0d4e3aba-267c-403a-b82a-e02ffdbfefda/GXY957_Side_US.jpg
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